
 

Options to address how PCEF asks for information around inclusive workforce employment 

In the July 22 PCEF Committee meeting, Committee members asked for options for the question related to utilization of an inclusive workforce. Below are three 
options to address some of the Committee’s comments along with pros and cons of each option.  

We ask that you review each option and email staff the option you like best, along with any thoughts or suggestions you may have by 10AM, Tuesday, 7/28. 

Option A – Narrative question only Option B – Narrative and table Option C – Narrative and table disaggregating 
Black and Indigenous 

Describe your strategy to utilize workers from 
PCEF priority populations1 on the proposed 
project. 
In what ways, if any, do your strategies center 
Black and Indigenous people?  
Provide your workforce utilization commitments 
for the proposed project for apprentices, if 
applicable, and non-apprentice/journey-level 
workers and describe how these estimates were 
generated.  
 
 
(200-300 words) 

Describe your strategy to utilize workers from 
PCEF priority populations1 on the proposed 
project.  
In what ways, if any, do your strategies center 
Black and Indigenous people?  
Provide your workforce utilization commitments 
for the proposed project in Table 1C and describe 
how these estimates were generated.  
 
Note, skip the apprentice section of Table 1C if 
the project does not include apprenticeable 
trades. 
(200-300 words) 
 

Describe your strategy to utilize workers from 
PCEF priority populations1 on the proposed 
project.  
In what ways, if any, do your strategies center 
Black and Indigenous people?  
Provide your workforce utilization commitments 
for the proposed project in Table 1D and describe 
how these estimates were generated.  
 
Note, skip the apprentice section of Table 1D if 
the project does not include apprenticeable 
trades.  
(200-300 words) 

Pros:  
May be appear less daunting for applicants that 
are not familiar with reporting workforce 
percentages in tabular format. 
 
Applicant is asked to discuss approaches to 
centering Black and Indigenous people.  

Pros:  
Table may provide clear direction, facilitates 
comparison, and promotes consistency in scoring.  
 
 
Applicant is asked to discuss approaches to 
centering Black and Indigenous people. 

Pros:  
Table may provide more specificity regarding 
Black and Indigenous workers (note this 
information cannot be scored).  
 
Applicant is asked to discuss approaches to 
centering Black and Indigenous people. 
 

Cons:  
Likely to produce inconsistent replies that impede 
comparison and scoring. Applicant may not 
understand how to respond.  
 
May favor organizations with better writers. 

Cons:  
Does not promote disaggregated utilization 
estimates for Black and Indigenous workers (note 
this information cannot be scored).   

Cons:  
Applicants (nonprofits and contractors) suggest 
low confidence in numbers at the application 
stage; likely to be scoring information for which 
there is low confidence.  
 
Greater level of detail for information that cannot 
be used for scoring.  

1 People of color, women, persons with disabilities, chronically underemployed, and other economically disadvantaged and traditionally under-employed workers.  



Option B: Table 1C 

Type of work Workforce Commitments (% of hours to priority populations)  
Apprentice* 1.  ____% total work hours to apprentices 

2.  ____% total apprentice hours to all priority populations 
3.  ____% apprentice hours to POC   
3a. ____% apprentice hours to POC women 
4.  ____% apprentice hours to Non-POC women 
5.  ____% apprentice hours to other priority population (please define) 

Non-apprentice/journey-level 1.  ____% total journey-level hours to all priority populations 
2.  ____% journey-level hours to POC   
2a. ____% journey-level hours to POC women  
3.  ____% journey-level hours to Non-POC women 
4.  ____% journey-level hours to other priority population (please define)  
 

 

Option C: Table 1D 

Type of work Workforce Commitments (% of hours to priority populations)  
Apprentice* 1.  ____% total work hours to apprentices 

2.  ____% total apprentice hours to all priority populations 
3.  ____% apprentice hours to POC (inclusive of Black and Indigenous people) 
3a. ____% apprentice hours to Black people 
3b. ____% apprentice hours to Indigenous people   
3c.  ____% apprentice hours to POC women (inclusive of Black and Indigenous women) 
3d. ____% apprentice hours to Black women 
3e. ____% apprentice hours to Indigenous women     
4.  ____% apprentice hours to Non-POC women 
5.  ____% apprentice hours to other priority population (please define) 
  

Non-apprentice/journey-
level 

1.  ____% total journey-level hours to all priority populations  
2. ____% journey-level hours to POC (inclusive of Black and Indigenous people) 
2a. ____% journey-level hours to Black people 
2b. ____% journey-level hours to Indigenous people 
2c. ____% journey-level hours to POC women (inclusive of Black and Indigenous women) 
2d. ____% journey-level hours to Black women 
2e. ____% journey-level hours to Indigenous women     
3. ____% journey-level hours to Non-POC women  
4. ____% journey-level hours to other priority population (please define)  
  



* Apprentices enrolled in registered apprentice training program approved by Oregon Bureau of Labor and Industries (BOLI) or US Department of Labor. Note, 
leave blank if the project does not include apprenticeable trades. Note, this section is only completed if there are apprenticeable trades on the project. 


